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1. Scope of this document 

This document describes the features of the preprogrammed firmware found in the PAN9320 

module and PAN9320EMK experimenter kit.  Readers are provided with an overview of how the 

features may be used. In addition to examples of connection scenarios,  instructions are provided 

for using PAN9320EMK Experimenter Kit. 

2. Document History 

Revision Date Change Author 

1.0  Initial version based on 

firmware 1.9.0.1 

Christopher Hultsch 

    

 

 

3. Introduction 

Whether you are a novice or an expert, the PAN9320 with its ready to use IoT firmware was 

made for anyone who wants to promptly add Wi-Fi connectivity to a product or application as 

fast as possible with minimum resources.  

All that is needed  is a Wi-Fi enabled PC or laptop and at least one free USB port. Application 

development using the PAN9320 requires no compilers or IDEs. Panasonic recommends that the 

application have a small microcontroller capable to send ASCII based commands via UART, 

although simple applications may be implemented on the PAN9320. 
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4. The PAN9320 Module 

4.1. Interfaces 

Two UART interfaces provided to control the PAN9320, and they are denoted as UART0 nd UART1. 

UART0 is for configuring the PAN9320 with commands (for the list of commands please refer to the 

Command Specification) 

UART1 is for sending and receiving binary data.  Since higher baud rates are used for sending and 

receiving binary data, UART1 has optional hardware flow control via RTS and CTS. For detailed 

information, please refer to the PAN9320 Design Guide/Application Note. 

Seven GPIOs are available for digital outputs or digital inputs.  

Lastly, a QSPI interface is available to add up to 2MB of memory. 

4.2. Memory layout 

The PAN9320 module has 3 MB of flash memory, 1MB is user - accessible and 2MB are reserved. The 

first block of 1MB is internal to the MCU is for reserved for firmware.  The second block of 2MB 

memory is bound via QSPI to the internal MCU, The 1 MB user - accessible is available for content, 

like webpages, certificates, pictures, etcetera, the remaining 1 MB is reserved for caching firmware 

uploads and similar tasks. 

If more than user – accessible memory is needed; additional 2MB of Macronix of external flash may 

be added to the application using the PAN9320 QSPI interface. 
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4.2.1. Structure 

See below the memory structure of the PAN9320: 

   

    Figure 1: Memory Structure 

 

4.2.2. Layout partitions 
 

The core partition of the PAN9320 consists of four main partitions. 

 Firmware: Firmware with bootloader and Radio driver  

 Default Config: Contains basic informations 

 Customer Config: Data to be set by customer 

 User config: Data set at runtime; overwritten by customer configuration after factory reset. 

Macronix
2MB QSPI 

flash

Macronix
2MB QSPI 

flash

PAN9320

Optional 
External 
Memory1MB 

internal

MC200

88MW8782
SOC

QSPI  Interface
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     Figure 2:Core Partitions 

 

 

4.2.3. File system 

 

The file system is important for the http webserver (please refer to chapter 11) to find resources. 

Similar to other webservers, it searches for an entry page like index.html.  Assuming external flash is 

connected; the file system will search for an entry page in all three-file partitions, with the following 

prioritization:  (please note that the system is analogous to PC hard disk directories) 

1.) First search starts in LT 1 ( Lookup Table) -> external Flash 

2.) If no data in LT1, search in LT2 -> internal Flash 

3.) If no data in both L1 and L2, load LT3 -> ROM 

 

Firmware 

Default Config 

Customer Config 

User Config 
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4.3. PAN9320EMK, Experimenter Kit 

The PAN9320EMK experimenter kit was designed to give hardware and software designers a quick 

and easy way to evaluate the functionalities of the PAN9320. 

 

Figure 4: PAN9320 Experimenter kit  

There are two USB ports: 

- USB0 is used to power the kit as well as to send commands to the PAN9320. USB0 is 

connected to UART0 of the module. 

- USB1 is connected to UART1. It is used for data tunneling using Netcat (Please refer to 

chapter 13.5).  

Additionaly, A JTAG interface is included to programm the entire module including the bootloader.  

Please refer to  

Memory partitions 

 

 

 

 

Lookup Table1 Lookup Table2 Lookup Table3 

Figure 3: Memory partitions 
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PAN9320EMK, Experimenter Kit 

5. The PAN9320 firmware 

The firmware on the PAN9320 was developed to provide customers the utmost IoT features, pre-

compiled and loaded, all readily available. For the list of implemented features please refer to 5.1. 

5.1. Software features 

The firmware contains the following key features: 

 HTTP(s) / Webserver AJAX/JSON 

 HTTP(s)-Client  

 User  Management for Access Rights HTML 

 TCP/IPv4 

 TLS 1.2 

S1-S4: buttons 

S1: Factory Reset 
S2: General Purpose 

S3: not used at the moment 
S4: WakeUp after Power Down by 
software 

USB1: 
Data Tunnel via 
Netcat 
Uart1 

USB0: 
5V via USB 

Command 
Uart0 

External Power 
Supply 

JTAG 
Interface 

Reset 
ETU 

W-Reset; resets the Wifi- 
SoC 

GPIOs 

Macronix 2MB 
flash 

WiFi Power 
Down 
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 Netcat Service for Data tunneling 

 mDNS / DNS-SD /NBNS, Bonjour 

 Software update over the air 

 Simultaneous Access point and Client mode 

 WPA,WPA2 Security 

 

NOTE: this list is based on firmware V1.9.0.1 

5.2. Parameter Settings 

The settings below are editable and  will remain in the flash after power down. The settings are 

divided into two sections  

- Default configuration 

- Customer configuration  

(See Chapter 5.2.1 below)  

The following parameters are located in the default configuration section: 

Note: The region code parameter is only to be changed for the EU-Produkt-

Version. FCC regulatory restrictions prohibit the use of WLAN channels 12 and 13 

in the United States. 

Not to be edited by endcustomer: 

 

[SYSTEM] 

hw_rev = 03 

Serialnumber = 00000000 

 

[WIFI] 

region_code = US 

 

[FIRMWARE-UPDATE] 

#server_adr = "" 
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#server_port = "" 

#server_res = "" 

 

The following parameters are located in the customer configuration section: 

 

[NET] 

Fixed_IP_Adresse = 0.0.0.0 

Fixed_Subnet = 0.0.0.0 

Fixed_Gateway = 0.0.0.0 

Fixed_DNS = 0.0.0.0 

# automatic = 3 

# fixed = 1 

mode = 3 

 

[WIFI] 

ap_mode = 1 

ap_ssid = PAN9320_AP 

ap_sec = 6 

ap_password = PAN_9320 

client_mode = 0 

client_ssid = "" 

client_sek = 1 

client_psk = "" 

region_code = EU 

 

[MAIL] 

server_adr = "" 

server_port = "" 

server_login = "" 

server_password = "" 

sender_adr = "" 

 

[NAME] 

mdns_mode = 1 

mdns_domain = PAN9320 

mdns_serv1_inst_name = PAN9320 

mdns_serv1_prot_name = _http._tcp 

mdns_serv1_serv_descr = "" 

mdns_serv1_ttl = 120 
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mdns_serv1_port = 80 

mdns_serv2_inst_name = PAN9320 

mdns_serv2_prot_name = _iot._tcp 

mdns_serv2_serv_descr = "" 

mdns_serv2_ttl = 120 

mdns_serv2_port = 80 

nbns_mode = 1 

nbns_name = PAN9320 

 

[CMDUART] 

# baudrate databits parity stopbits hardwarehandshake 

config_baudrate = 115200 

config_databits = 8 

config_parity = 0 

config_stopbits = 1 

config_hwhandshake = 0 

send_auth = 0 

 

[RIGHTS] 

# index username password group_rights 

user_1_name = admin 

user_1_pw = admin 

user_1_gr = 255 

user_2_name = "" 

user_2_pw = "" 

user_2_gr = 0 

user_3_name = "" 

user_3_pw = "" 

user_3_gr = 0 

user_4_name = "" 

user_4_pw = "" 

user_4_gr = 0 

user_5_name = "" 

user_5_pw = "" 

user_5_gr = 0 

default_rights = 0 

 

[HTTP-CLIENT] 

server_adr = "" 

server_port = "" 
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server_ressource = "" 

server_login = "" 

server_password = "" 

token = "" 

 

[TELNET] 

mode = 1 

auth = 1 

 

[NETCAT] 

server_username = "" 

server_password = "" 

auth = 1 

telnet_opt = 1 

tcp_port = 65535 

server_ip = "" 

# mode-> 0 = client , 1 = server 

mode = 0 

# mode-> 0 = inactive , 1 = active 

state = 0 

dtr_pin = 255 

 

[GPIO] 

# index mode state 

# mode => 0 = output; 1 = input 

# state => 0 = off; 1 = on 

pin_4_mode = 0 

pin_4_state = 0 

pin_5_mode = 0 

pin_5_state = 0 

pin_6_mode = 0 

pin_6_state = 0 

pin_7_mode = 0 

pin_7_state = 0 

pin_28_mode = 0 

pin_28_state = 0 

pin_44_mode = 0 

pin_44_state = 0 

pin_45_mode = 0 

pin_45_state = 0 
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#[TARGET] 

uart_count = 2 

 

[BINUART] 

# baudrate databits parity stopbits hardwarehandshake 

config_baudrate = 115200 

config_databits = 8 

config_parity = 0 

config_stopbits = 1 

config_hwhandshake = 1 

 

[SYSTEM] 

# 0 = manual; 1 = automatic 

save_mode = 1 

 

[FIRMWARE-UPDATE] 

#server_adr = "" 

#server_port = "" 

#server_res = "" 

token = "" 

 

[TIME] 

sync = 3600 

 

 

 

5.2.1. How to flash the customer configuration to the module 
 

To create a custom configuration file, per chapter 5.1 above, you will need to download the 

PAN9320_EvalEMK.zip package from Panasonic’s website.  In this package, you will find the 

Customer-Config folder. This folder includes the CustomerConfi.exe and a customer.cfg. The 

customer.cfg is a text file that includes all changeable parameters described in 5.2.1 
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Following steps below will create a customer config file: 

 

1) Edit the values in the customer.cfg -file with a text editor. 

 
 

2) Save this file, and run the CustomerConfig.exe. 

3) The output will be a CurstomerCfg.bin file, which you can copy into the folder with the 

WiFigurator, the Firmware Generator tool. 

4) Adjust the path in the FwConfig file to reflect your path and create a FWU by running the 

FWgen.exe. 
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5) You can now upload the FWU file by opening a browser and selecting 

192.168.1.1/LT3/index.html. 

 

Note: The customer configurations will remain in effect after a HW reset. 

5.3. The software design 
The firmware is designed in a modular approach; each service is encapsulated for functionality: 

 

6. Control The PAN9320– UART commands or JSON telegrams 

There are two ways to send commands to the PAN9320: over UART or over HTTP(s) using JSON 

telegrams. For both the syntax is ASCII based and modular in its approach. Every request is based on 

the following structure: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Example 

 

Set 

Module Parameters 

Get 
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For detailed information and the complete list of commands, refer to the PAN9320_CommSpec 

document posted on Panasonic’s website. 

7. The WiFigurator 

Panasonic’s Wifigurator is an easy to us PC tool, designed for easy evaluation of The PAN9320 or the 

PAN9320EMK experimenter kit.  Using a PC with windows OS, prospect developers could execute 

commands, get PAN9320 system information and upload firmware over the air. 

7.1. Setup and use the WiFigurator 
 

Once the WiFIgurator.zip package has been downloaded, you may extract/copy a folder in a desired 

location.  
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No installation is required just following the steps below: 

1. Connect the Experimenter kit to a PC. 

Using Device Manger identify the Com Ports 

2. Start the WiFigurator by double clicking the executable file. 

3. Click Start on the splash screen and  

4. On the top left, choose the COM port the Experimenter kit is connected to. 

5. Click the Connect button to establish a connection. (see below) 

Please note that once you established connection, you should see the acknowledgment  

“Connected to ETU Board on COM-Port COMx” 
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6. Click the “Read out” - button to read system information from The PAN9320 as shown below: 

 

 

 

 

7. You can send command by selecting the “Send Single Cmd” Tab and entering commands 

from the document Comm.Spec. 

 

 

8. To upload your own web content follow the steps under the “Convert Content” tab: 
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8. Useful third party tools 

 

For evaluation and testing, during the development process it can be useful to have communication 

tools on hand. Three recommended freeware communication tools are used in the examples in this 

document.  

NOTE: These tools are not supported by Panasonic.  

8.1. HTerm  

HTerm is a good tool to configure  the PAN9320, it sends the ASCII based commands 

with an automatically adding CR-LF. 
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8.2. Tera Term 

For more advanced tests on TCP layer you can use Tera Term.
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8.3. Wireshark 

 

Wireshark is a packet sniffer, protocol based traffic analyzer for network interfaces. 

At times, it is useful to see packet contents, which expose the protocols, headers and other key 

parameters. Those parameters are then can be used to assert issues and connectivity within your 

network, e.g. TCP or UDP or ICMP traffic, as well as for investigating DNS information. 

 

 

Wireshark, or any other packet-sniffer,  is useful for examining messages content as well as key 

features sucj as ACK, CRC error and more: 

 

 

 

 

9. Start Up 

Before starting and connecting the PAN9320, please make sure that all jumpers are set as shown in 

the picture below: 
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Connect the board to your USB port of your PC. Use USB0 port on the PAN9320 experimenter kit )see 

picture above) 

Panasonic used two FTDI chips for the USB to UART connection. UART0 to USB0 uses the FT2232D , 

which is a DUAL FTDI chip. Panasonic choose to use a dual USB, to allow the user to establish both a 

JTAG and a UART interfaces to connect to the PAN9320. Therefore, once connected to your PC, two 

virtual COM ports will show in your Windows device manager.  

If you did not connect any FTDI devices before, Windows may ask you to install the drivers. You can 

find the FTDI driver on Panasonic’s website in the EMK_EvalToolKit.zip package. 

 

 

 

Normally the COM port with the lower number is the one associated to the UART.  

However, to make it more convenient to use, you can install a program called libusb-win32 to gather 

the DUAL COM ports to one virtual COM port. 

The program is also located in the EMK_toolKit.zip package downloadable from Panasonic’s website . 

 

The library allows user space applications to access many USB devices in Windows generically.  

The USB1’s FTDI chip provides only one virtual COM port. 

USB 0 
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Using libusb: 

1. Open the libusb wizard and select the DUAL RS232 interface0. 

2. Proceed with the steps as shown in the figures: 

a. Select *DUAL RS232 Interface 0*  then click “Next”: 

 

 

 

b. Fill out the filed as depicted below, and confirm by clicking “Next”: 
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3. Click “Install Now” and “Done” 

 

 

Now, when connecting the PAN9320 Experimenter kit to your PC, only one virtual Com port will show 

up in the communication tool’s list of ports. 
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10. WLAN Configuration  

 

The PAN9320 can be simultaneously a Wi-Fi AP (Access Point) and STA (client).  As an Access Point, 

several clients can connect to it at the same time. Clients such as, but not limited to: laptops and 

mobile devices. When configured in client mode, The PAN9320 can connect to routers and other APs. 

Thus allowing connectivity to any Intranet or Internet. 

The PAN9320 has the unique capability of simultaneously being both an AP and Client.  

For example the PAN9320 can be connected to a smartphone and communicate with an internet 

router at the same time.  

Note: It is not possible to stream data directly from the internet through the 

PAN9320to the smartphone, because it has no routing capability. 
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10.1. Access Point  
By default, the PAN9320 will start up in AP mode, once power is applied, it will commence 

broadcasting its SSID after approximately seven seconds, clients will receive the default SSID 

“PAN9320_AP” and may use the default password “PAN_9320” to connect with the module. 

Some key points: 

 The maximum number of connected clients at the same time without security is 8, and with 

security (TLS) is 4. 

 By default, Auto Channel will be used when creating AP. If the station interface is connected 

or will be connected later, this channel will be set to the channel from the configured AP of 

the station interface. 

 Supported SSID length = up to 32 bytes 

 Supported PSK length = up to 63 bytes 

 

10.1.1. Temporary AP Mode 

Temporary AP mode is automatically enabled at start up when: 

 both AP and infrastructure interfaces of the PAN9320 are disabled or  

 the AP interface is disabled and the infrastructure interface is unable to connect to 

the configured AP.  

In the temporary AP mode, an AP is created for 120 seconds, after which the Access Point will shut 

down automatically if no station is connected to the PAN9320. If one or more stations are connected 

to the Access Point, the temporary AP will remain active until all stations are disconnected. 

Note: This mode is enable after a reset or power down and not during a runtime 

infrastructure disconnect. 
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10.2. Station/Client 
This mode is used to connect the PAN9320 module to other Access-Points operating at 2,4 GHz.  

The Client can connect to AP using any of the following security types:  Open, WEP, WPA and 

WPA2. 

Note: If the PAN9320 connects to an Access-Point, the channel of the own AP will 

change to the channel from the AP where the station interface is connected. 

 

 

11. Http Webserver 

The integrated webserver allows access to all file resources deployed in the /web folder, which may 

reside in each of the three flash memories. 

Furthermore, it is possible to address resources directly using a URL in which case a prefix must be 

added: 

Following prefixes are available: 

# Prefix Flash-Memory 

1 LT1/ PAN9320-ETU 

2 LT2/ PAN9320-Modul 

3 LT3/ MC200 

 

Example: 

To directly address the index.html website, enter the following URL in the browser: 

 http://192.168.1.1/LT3/index.html 

 

 

 

 

http://192.168.1.1/LT3/index.html
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11.1. Flash memory hierarchy 
 

 

When no prefix is given, the firmware will search for an index.html in each flash memory 

block.  The search order is: 

1.) PAN9320 external 2MB flash 

2.) PAN9320-interal 2MB flash 

3.) MC200-1MB Flash 

 

If no index.html is found, the fixed MC200 ROM site will be displayed, as depicted below.  

Macronix
2MB QSPI 

flash

Macronix
2MB QSPI 

flash

PAN9320

Optional 
External 
Memory1MB 

internal

MC200

88MW8782
SOC

QSPI  Interface
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12. Experimenter Kit Web Content  

Panasonic pre-installed web content in the external flash memory of PAN9320 experimenter kit. It 

was done to provide an overview and tools to allow the user to experiment and use the many 

embedded features of the PAN9320.  Production PAN9320 modules contain the IoT stack firmware, 

but no web content is installed. 

Web Application content may reside in any of the available memory sections. 

To access this web content, you will first have to be connected to the PAN9320 Experimenter kit. 

Then open your browser and enter the following IP: 

http://192.168.1.1 

You will be directed to the welcome menu page shown on the figure below.  

12.1. Web Content Restoration 
To restore the default web content, find the FW Update_DemoContent.FWU file in the Wifigurator 

root folder. 

 

http://192.168.1.1/
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From this menu you can navigate to the tutorials and the webdesktop by clicking on the link “Web-

App”: 
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12.2. Web Tutorials  
 

It is recommended that you will review the web tutorials section of the PAN9320 Experimenter Web 

Application  for an introduction to JSON scripting and to learn how to build a website. (Please see 

below) 

 

 

 

Each of the above tutorials demonstrates a single firmware feature.  For example, tutorial 004 

demonstrates how to send data using the UART (as depicted below) 
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As you presented in the next figure, all code lines are commented to make it easy to read and 

understand.  Code snippets may be copied and pasted to create similar application content. 
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12.3. The Webdesktop 
 

The Webdesktop (as depicted below), was developed by Panasonic’s software partner SevenStax, it is 

a user interface that gives access to many of  PAN9320 features.  The Webdesktop is exclusive only 

with the PAN9320 Experimenter Kit, the layout cannot be modified and is a property of Sevenstax. 

 

13. Guided Tutorials 

The following tutorials provide practical examples on how PAN9320 features can be used for 

evaluation and application implementation. 

These tutorials will cover configuration of the PAN9320as well as connections and data transfer. 

The tools to be used will be Panasonic’s WiFigurator, HTerm and TeraTerm. The hardware platform is 

the PAN9320 Experimenter kit. 

In addition, examples will show the implementation of an application host controller using an 

Arduino DUE.  Contact your sales representative for information on Panasonic’s Arduino PAN9320 

shield. 
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13.1. Change your SSID 

Objective:  Create an AP with the SSID “PAN9320” and password “PAN_9320”, set security to WPA2 

and channel to autochannel. 

1) Open HTerm. 

2) Connect the PAN9320 Experimenter kit to a PC 

3) Select the PAN9320 corresponding COM Port and connect to the PAN9320 

4) Enter “set wlan ap_cfg PAN9320_AP_Name PAN_9320 4 0”    (4 = WPA2 and 0 = 

autochannel) 

13.2. Scan for AP devices  

1) Open HTerm. 

2) Connect the PAN9320 Experimenter kit to a PC  

3) Select the PAN9320 corresponding COM Port and connect to the PAN9320 

4) Enter “set wlan scan” 

The PAN9320will perform a scan over all channels. This takes apprx. 7 seconds before you 

can request a result. 

 

5) Enter “get wlan list” and you will get returned the found APs. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

13.3. Establish a Connection to an AP 
 

1) Using your PC (or Tablet) scan for SSID “PAN9320” 

2) Establish a Wi-Fi connection between the PAN9320 Experimenter kit and a PC. 

3) Open a browser, and enter the URL - 192.168.1.1. You will be directed to the webdesktop: 
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4) Click on “Infrastructure Mode”: 

 
 

5) If it is set to off, Click on the “Off” button  
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6) Click on “Scan” to start a scan: 

 

7) The found APs will be shown in the list: 
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8) Select the network from the list by clicking on it: 

 

 
 

9) Click on Apply at the bottom and The PAN9320will connect to the AP in about 10 seconds. 

 

13.4. Working with Netcat 

 

Example A: Create a server with HTerm 

Though the PAN9320 is acting as an AP, it needs the assistance of the provided NetCat to tunnel IP 

traffic from the UART to the Wi-Fi and visa versa. 

1) Open HTerm. 

2) Connect the PAN9320 Experimenter kit to a PC 

3) Select the COM Port and connect to the PAN9320 

4) Enter the following sequence to configure a server 

Set netcat mode server 

Set netcat tcp_port 12345 

Set netcat auth off 

Set netcat telopt off 

Set netcat state on 

 

The PAN9320 is now configured server and ready to receive/send data from the UART and 

rout it to a Wi-Fi client.  

 

Example B: Create a client with HTerm 

1) Open HTerm. 

2) Connect the PAN9320 Experimenter kit to your PC 

3) Select the COM Port and connect to the PAN9320 

4) Enter the following sequence to configure a server 

Set netcat mode client  

Set netcat tcp_ip 192.168.1.1  

Set netcat auth off 

Set netcat telopt off 

Set netcat state on 
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Set the IP address to the device that will receive data. 

 

13.5. Data loopback - from the PAN9320 to a PC 

 

The following tutorial explains how to setup the  PAN9320’s netcat server and a PC acting as a client. 

In this case The PC is simulating the host, and the PAN9320 is the client. See the following figure of 

the setup to understand the dataflow: 

 

Requirements: 

 -Laptop with WiFi interface 

 -HTerm 

 -TeraTerm 

 -PAN9320 Experimenter kit, two USB cabels 

Please follow these steps: 

1) Connect the Experimenter kit to a PC, both USB ports 

2) Open HTerm 

3) Choose USB0 port in HTerm and connect  

4) Open TeraTerm  

5) Setup a Netcat Server  like in 13.4 

 
 

6) Open TeraTerm. Enter values as in the following figure and click Ok: 
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7) Open HTerm and Connect to the USB1 port. Enter “Hello Wifi” and send 
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8) See the string received in the TeraTerm view. 
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13.6. Create a customer Config file for shared / single UART mode and 

upload it 
 

Following steps guide you through the process of generating and uploading a customer 

config file: 

 

1) Open the CustomerCfg.cfg 

2) Edit the following value in line 125 from 2 to 1  

#[TARGET] 

uart_count = 2 

 

3) Run the Customer-Config.exe and upload the bin file to The PAN9320via the internal 

page 

 

 
 

 

13.7. Over the Air Software upload  

13.7.1. Generating a Firmware update image 

 

FWU-Files are generated using 'fwgen.exe'; these files can be then uploaded to the PAN9320 web 

server or firmware update server. The tool will open the file 'FwConfig.txt' after start up (it must be 

in the same directory) and scan the file list which must reside in the FWU image. 
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The structure of this configuration file for each line is: file name, file type, file ID, and version 

number. 

 

Parameter Description 

file name Specifying the file name including the path 

file type Type of file (Firmware, WLAN-Firmware, …). 

file ID The file ID is used depending from the file type. 

For example this ID is used as the location to put the file when the file 

type is 'Flash-Image'. 

Version Version number of the file (actually not used). 

 

File-Type Description 

0x0001 Firmware (File-ID not used). 

0x0002 WIFI-Firmware (File-ID not used). 

0x0003 Host-Controller-Firmware (File-ID not used). 

0x0101 Flash-Image (Images must be generated by Dir2Flash-Tool) 

 

File-ID: 

 0 = ETU-Flash 

 1 = PAN-Modul-Flash 

 

0x0102 Configuration file (has to been generated with the configuration 

generator tool) 

 

File-ID: 

 1 = Customer 
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Note: After a successful firmware upload the PAN9320 will restart automatically 

13.7.2. Generating flash images (Dir2Flash-Tool) 
 

The Dir2Flash tool may be used to generate flash files which can be included in firmware update 

images. The Dir2Flash tool is configured through command line: 

Dir2Flash.exe --name=outfile.bin --input-path=.\inFolder –output-path=.\outFolder 

Parameters for Dir2Flash-Tool: 

Parameters Description 

--name File name of the output file. 

--input-path Path to the resources (please note the information for folders below) 

Please only use filenames (incl. path) up to a length of 80 characters! 

Longer names are not supported.  

--output-path Path where the output file will be generated. 

 

Access rights configuration: 

In the same folder the file 'rights.txt' is used to configure the required access rights for each file. 
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Information for folders: The folders for websites and certificates are defined and must be adhered to 

separate these files. The websites must be located in the folder web and the certificates which are 

used from SMTP and HTTP-Client must be located in the folder cert. If the web server uses its own 

certificate the file pan9320.der and pan9320.key must be located in the folder cert/own. 

 

 

14. Related documents 

Find the following documents under the link below: 

Software Command Specification 

Hardware Design Guide 

Datasheet 

Application Note 

https://pideu.panasonic.de/produkte/wifi/pan9320.html 

 

15. Related Links 

 

Third Party Tools: 

Hterm: www.der-hammer.info 

 

 

https://pideu.panasonic.de/produkte/wifi/pan9320.html
http://www.der-hammer.info/
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17. Disclaimer 

PANASONIC reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice in order to improve 

design and supply the best possible product. 

Consult the most recently issued data sheet or other document before initiating or completing a 

design. 

Information in this document supersedes and replaces information previously supplied. 

 

PANASONIC assumes no liability for application assistance or design.  

The information contained herein is presented only as guidance for use. No responsibility is assumed 

by PANASONIC for any infringement of patents or any other intellectual property rights of third 

parties that may result from the use. No license to any intellectual property right is granted by this 

document, whether express or implied, by estoppel or otherwise. 

 

This PANASONIC product is not designed for use in life support appliances, devices, or systems where 

malfunction can reasonably be expected to result in a significant personal injury to the user, or as a 

critical component in any life support device or system whose failure to perform can be reasonably 

expected to cause the failure of the life support device or system, or to affect its safety or 

effectiveness. Panasonic customers using or selling these products for use in such applications do so 

at their own risk and agree to fully indemnify Panasonic for any damages resulting. 


